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ØSummer Camps! Signumuniversity.org/academy

ØBaymoot:  August 18th in Oakland, CA

ØCasting Nominations in progress
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*Mablung does his best to prepare the Green-elves for 
battle, but the stakes are against them.

*The dwarves fail to arrive, and the Orcs attack 
Thingol’s army as soon as they realize they are there.  
Denethor charges into battle to help Thingol’s
elves…but suffers heavy casualties.    

*The ents and later Thingol arrive to save the day, but 
too late to save Denethor.  

https://forums.signumuniversity.org/index.php?threads/season-3-
script-outlines.2672/
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*The sudden attack of Gothmog’s orcs on the Fëanorean
camp causes initial chaos, but the Fëanoreans quickly learn 
that they are good at killing orcs.

*Celegorm and Huan take a side quest to chase Sauron’s 
werewolves into a swamp, starting Huan’s fearsome 
reputation in Middle-earth.  

*Fëanor is over-confident, and winds up facing multiple 
balrogs.

*The episode ends with a lot of unresolved tension…viewers 
will need to wait for Episode 11 to find out what happens.
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*We resolve the issues left hanging in Episode 10, 
including a rather anti-climatic (but shocking) death of 
Fëanor

*The Valar have their final role call; we will not see many 
of them again until much later.  Long-term strategy on 
their part needs to be made clear 

*Visual challenges of representing mythological scale 
events

*Introduction of the spider threat, and the heroism of the 
musician Daeron

*Death of Hamilcar in the Frame gives an opportunity to 
name-drop “Estel”
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*The Parley vies with the Spider-attack on Menegroth
for pride of place here; the juxtaposition of the two 
unexpectedly emphasizes the importance of singing 
and magic as power in Middle Earth

*Just how devious/dishonest are the Fëanoreans in 
planning this faithless parley?

*The absence of the balrogs from this parley is 
compensated for by the introduction of trolls and the 
demonstration of Sauron’s power  

*The end of the Helcaraxë sequence is particularly 
brutal.  How much death and pushing past endurance 
do we want to show?
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AKA, The Sun Also Rises

*Fingolfin is revealed as the primary elven protagonist 
as his people have endured the ice and the 
Fëanoreans are defeated/in disarray

*The Doriath plotline is rather weak, but serves the 
important task of revealing the power of the Girdle 
of Melian

*Maedhros’ stint as prisoner of Angband will be one of 
the few glimpses the good guys get of this fortress 
(until Gwindor and Lúthien and Húrin, anyway). 
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ØSession 3-23 on Friday June 8th (!) 

ØNext up:  Creative Contributions!

ØCasting Nominations in Progress.  The end of 
casting nominations will be announced next 
session.


